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ABSTRACT

The paper discusses the impact of scene and assessment models for videometry� Full automation of calibration
and orientation procedures appears to be as necessary for enlarging the �eld of applications as the use of explicit
geometric and semantic scene knowledge� The focus on achieving highest possible accuracy needs to be embedded
into a broader context of scene analysis� Examples demonstrate the feasibility of tools from Computer Vision for
image metrology�
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�� INTRODUCTION

Optical �D�mensuration techniques play an increasing role in industrial� medical� or environmental applications�
The direct access of high performance computers to the acquired measurements� intensities in CCD�cameras or
distances in range �nders� provide the potential for full automation of all processes� especially camera calibration
and orientation� surface reconstruction� metrical inspection� deformation analysis� or monitoring quality production
processes and especially tracking� navigation etc�

The acceptance of optical �D�metrology� however� is still limited� The number of reasons is high� and often is
related to problems of speci�cation and underestimating the systems aspects� e� g when not taking into account that�
the following equation is always true� Vision�system does not equal PC � Frame�grabber � Camera � Software��

An as severe reason for vision systems not to be accepted to the desired degree is the user unfriendliness of
many systems� camera orientation and calibration is still an art� objects need to be targeted� change of illumination
conditions make systems fail without being able to tell the user why� focus on high precision prevents realizing
potential applications with accuracy requirements below � � �			� surface mensuration techniques only gradually
yield vector data� object identi�cation still is not really approached� There are of course counter examples to this
list���� But they appear to be prototypical or not yet built as parts into systems�

The di
culty with relying solely on image data and large number of applications where the objects are comparably
small� lead to an increase interest in the use of range data� As they immediately yield �D�data� the di
cult image
matching problem is circumvented� However� range �nders also yield iconic data� i� e� data which are unstructured� in
contrast to vector or vectorized data� Therefore nearly all above mentioned problems � except the hard illumination
problem � still remain� calibration� orientation� fusion of �D�data� interpretation�

Whereas the photogrammetric community seems to concentrate on the development of high precision sensors and
corresponding calibration and orientation procedures� the Computer Vision community is interested in automating
processes� especially orientation processes� and exploiting speci�c or generic knowledge of the scene� Progress in
integrating procedures started on one side in the matching area� where tools from the Computer Vision community
were taken� adapted� or conceptually rebuilt� The proper statistical analysis of the procedures and the high precision
requirements which had to be ful�lled lead to successfully working systems����� Also the �avor of the knowledge
based systems for image analysis have severely in�uenced research in photogrammetry��� The restricted tools for
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fully automatically determining orientation parameters from point measurements lead to strong developments in the
area of projective geometry in the Computer Vision community������

This paper is motivated by the strong belief that an intimate exchange of ideas between both communities will
increase progress in both areas and broaden the potential of vision metrology�

From the many problems area we selected three issues to be discussed in this context�

�� Automation of orientation and calibration procedures�

Non�specialists who would like to work with a vision system do not want to take care of a preprocessing step�
which only yields nuisance parameters � with respect to their application� they do not want to pay a specialist
and would like to use the system in a �exible manner� like a measuring rod� It is an open question whether
fully automatic orientation and calibration systems can be designed in a manner that they work under general
conditions� Therefore any increase of automation within semiautomatic systems would help�

Accuracy of the original measurements among other eects decides on the overall achievable accuracy� We
therefore discuss some pitfalls in automatic high precision pointing� Fully autonomous calibration and orien�
tation of cameras seems to be achievable� This refers to the complete chain from the digital image data to
the �nal determination of the camera parameters� Projective geometry eases both the transparent derivation
of orientation procedures as well as the actual computation� Automation requires self diagnosis� An example
shows the successful use of classical statistical concepts in geodesy applied to a complex orientation procedure�

�� Recognition for �D�mensuration�

Object recognition has not really been a topic in metrology� as the goal of metrology is to obtain metric not
thematic information� However� it is well accepted that the quality of models may directly in�uence the quality
of the resulting measurements� The model usually is given by the systems designer and only occasionally may be
in�uenced by the user� e� g� when choosing a calibration model� In highly structured scenes the reconstruction
of the geometry of the scene depends on the assumed structure� which in interactive systems is given by the
human operator� who e� g� indicates the image measurements are related to a cylinder in space�

Geometric information about the scene is needed when deriving a geometric description of the scene in vector
format� But this information also increases the precision of the achieved measurements� Moreover� even
thematic information helps making more precise measurements� We will discuss to what extent semantic
models for the scene are necessary for achieving reliable �D�descriptions for virtual reality applications or rapid
prototyping�

�� �D�Models for automatic �D�reconstruction�

Metrology usually is applied in highly structured domains� excluding trees� ash�pits or the like� Therefore
the development of adequate models appears to be feasible� Such models in an �rst instance relate to the
�D�structure of the scene� For automatic reconstruction� however� the appearance in the intensity or range
images need to be explicitly modeled� Moreover� any image analysis step leads to a modi�ed� often symbolic
description of the images or the scene� which therefore also need to be modeled in order to be usable by the
automatic system�

We therefore discuss possible models suitable for automatic but also semiautomatic image analysis� These mod�
els may be used in all steps why we speci�cally discuss their use for sensor orientation and �D�reconstruction�
The discussion will reveal the necessity to develop models which re�ect the dierent aggregation layers of
composite objects in order to be able to automatically identify object parts in the image data�

�� MODELING

Recovering a description of the scene from sensor data can be seen as inverting the imaging process �cf� �g� ��� The
object� being described by name� class� form and pose is imaged using some sensor� being described by its interior
and exterior orientation� leading to some iconic description� e� g� a raster image or a triangulated surface� The
inversion of the imaging process obviously only is possible if� besides knowledge about the imaging process� some
preknowledge about the scene is available� Whereas image metrology up to now concentrated on determining sensor
orientation and pose and form of objects� it appears that additional information such as class of object or object
parts is required�
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Figure �� Forward and backward modeling� Objects are described by name� class� form and pose which possibly
together with camera parameters have to be recovered partially or completely by image analysis

���� Object� Sensor� Image and Analysis Models

Therefore all steps in the data acquisition chain need to be modeled� We distinguish object models� sensor models�
image models and analysis models���

� Object models describe the general structure of the scene as far it is essential for solving the speci�c appli�
cation� E� g� in deformation monitoring representing the object as a point cloud may be su
cient� whereas
in deformation analysis the object needs to be described as consisting of mutually disjunct rigid or non�rigid
bodies� with surface physical properties which allow observation by a �xed installed camera system�

� Sensor models describe the speci�c properties of the sensing process thus include the lighting model� Classical
Photogrammetry restricted modeling to the geometric aspects� whereas Remote Sensing focussed on the physical
aspects� Automatic videometry requires both� as already measuring image points depends on an adequate model
for the geometric and radiometric properties of the used digital image� Sensor modeling� however� shows its
importance when integrating sensors of dierent type within one system and sensor planning� as well known
for aerial triangulation and industrial applications of Photogrammetry� play a central role� The early work of
Ikeuchi�� on formalizing sensor modeling is motivated by the need to automatically optimize sensor selection�
sensor orientation and image analysis for object recognition�

� Image models represent the appearance of the object in the sensed data� Image models therefore formally
can be derived from the object and the sensor model� Most image analysis procedures start with some� more
or less explicit� assumptions about the appearance of the object in the image� even identify the image of the
object with the object itself� The appearance based methods in Computer Vision� which heavily trigger current
research� are motivated by the di
culty to derive the image model in a formal manner and the observation
that many task in object recognition can be solved without explicit reference to the �D�structure� In image
metrology this approach is limited� as precise and complete geometric information cannot be recovered without
explicit reference to the object and the sensor model�

� Analysis models represent the strategies for deriving a description of the object from the sensed data� In classical
Photogrammetry this contains e� g� point identi�cation and measurement� determination of approximate values
for orientation parameters and object points� bundle adjustment and �nal evaluation� Recovering a vector
representation of a surface is a segmentation problem which requires decisions on how to de�ne similarities of
neighboring surface patches� methods to detect surface discontinuities and tools for handling occluded areas�
inconsistencies of the topology or disturbing objects� not ful�lling the assumed surface model� Obviously� vision
metrology here can learn and actually learns from the research in Computer Vision�

When realizing these models two aspects need special attention�

� Local and global constraints�

Occlusions� illumination eects� and image noise prevent the observations and therefore recognition and recon�
struction of complete objects in single steps� Therefore the granularity of the modeling needs to be high enough
in order to identify substructures of the objects in the image data� Consequently the object and the image
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model needs to describe local and global constraints� E� g� dominant directions or regularities as parallelism or
symmetry� which � using the sensor model � can be transfered to constraints in the image� allowing to identify
substructures which then may be used to derive partial information about the scene� e� g� camera orientation
or class of object part� and trigger the following steps in the analysis� Examples will be given in the following
sections�

� Geometric� physical and semantic models�

In order to ful�ll the requirement of the user geometric models are not su
cient� Data acquisition for spatial
information systems� rapid prototyping and virtual reality applications may require more than a set of �d�
points or a triangulated surface possibly with texture mapping� namely identi�cation of objects and their
relations� Already in deformation analysis the user is not interested in the �d�coordinates of the points but in
the segmentation of the object into a set of moving rigid or deforming bodies� which reveals this problem to
be a complex data interpretation problem���	�
 It will be shown which role recognition of geometric structures
and semantic knowledge may play for �d�modeling�

We will discuss object models relevant for image metrology in more detail in order to demonstrate the role of
these models during automatic image analysis�

���� Objects Models for Image Metrology

Object models for metrology have three essential parts� geometry� re�ectance and semantics� It has shown to be useful
to distinguish dierent types of models� depending on the type of techniques used for reconstruction or recognition�

� Speci�c models describe the object except for its pose� All parameters describing the form� the re�ectance
properties or the type of the objects are known� Examples are targets� CAD�models or known Digital Surface
or Elevation Models� Parameter estimation techniques are used for recovering the pose� The small number of
pose parameters allows to use robust techniques with high break down point�� or invariants for recognition���

� Parametric models describe the object up to its pose and a �xed set of shape or re�ectance parameters�
Examples are targets of given form but unknown size� e� g� circles� primitives in CAD�systems� e� g� boxes
or cylinders� But also the iconic description of a free form surface using a speci�ed grid with unknown depth
or height values is a parametric model� Also here reconstruction leads to a parameter estimation problem�
however� due to the possibly large number of the parameters only maximum�likelihood�type robust estimators
may be used and invariants refer to local geometric structures� e� g� rectangles between neighboring edges or
just the topology of the object� when described in a vector format� e� g� specifying the degrees of nodes or the
number of sides of polygonal faces�

� Generic models contain unknown cardinal numbers or structures in addition to continuous parameters for
specifying pose or shape� We may distinguish two cases�

� Models which� besides continuous parameters� have one or several cardinal numbers as unknown�

Classical examples are polynomials of unknown degree or polygons� e� g� when identifying the optimal
distortion model during calibration� with unknown numbers of edges� e� g� when identifying the ground
plan of a building� In both cases object reconstruction needs to identify the unknown cardinal number of
parameters and the actual values of these parameters� The optimal reconstruction leads to a combined
classi�cation and estimation problem� which may be solved using the principle of Minimum Description
Length or� in case a priori knowledge on the number of parameters is available� by Bayesian classi�cation�
An example is given for the interpretation of �D�edges of man made objects �cf� section ������

� Models which do not specify the structure of the object in detail�

Classical examples are polyhedra� representing an indoor environment� or complex objects consisting of
parts which may be represented as a CSG�tree �constructive solid geometry� of parametric primitives� In
this most general situation the reconstruction problem not only needs to identify the number of parts�
e� g� number of faces of the polyhedron or the number of object parts� but also their mutual relations�
These relations not only may refer to the geometry or the physical properties but in many cases to the
semantics of the parts and their relations�
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Figure �� Cross correlation residuals showing a periodic bias with a period of one pixel� The maximumbias is appr�
	�	� �pel�� The random errors obviously are in the range of below ���		 �pel� �Courtesy of Casott and Prenting����

�� AUTOMATIC CALIBRATION AND ORIENTATION

We discuss means for reliably achieving high precision and automation in calibration and orientation procedures�
namely the role of bias for accuracy� the role of projective geometry fro obtaining approximate values� the role of
generic scene knowledge for orientation and the potential of tools for self diagnosis in automatic image analysis�

���� Automatic mensuration� The role of bias

Todays mensuration systems show a consistently high accuracy� Targets can be measured with standard deviations
between 	�	� and 	�	� �pel���	�� and thus con�rm simulations�� and theoretical predictions�� on target location�
Depending on the size of the CCD�array� the quality of the used camera model and the mensuration design relative
accuracies up to more than � � �		 			 are achievable� As the theoretical predictions suggest standard deviations
down to 	�	� �pel� to be reachable increase of precision may be achieved by a more careful analysis of the target
location techniques�

Bias due to linearization usually is not to be expected in high precision applicatios� as the bias increases with
the relative precision of the measurements��� In image analysis this� however� does not hold any more� E� g�� the
relative accuracy of �nding edge pixels at the boundary of a circle is in the range of ���	 to ���			� Eects of bias
have been studied occasionally���

Casott�Prenting�� report a periodic bias during target location by cross correlation as shown in �gure �� The
empirical bias was obtained by moving the target with high precision and measuring its position in the digital camera�
The average bias of appr� 	�	�� �pel� is about � or � times larger than the random errors being in the range below
���		 �pel�� The maximumbias has been found to depend on the thickness of the cross shaped target� thinner crosses
lead to higher bias� which contradicts theoretical expectations�

The classical way to achieve sub pixel accuracy during cross correlation is to �t a parabola through the point of
maximal correlation and its neighbors and to determine the maximum of this parabola� In case of thin targets the
cross correlation function is sharply peaked suggesting high precision to be achievable� However� the approximation
of the correlation function by a parabola leads to a bias in the position�

The bias can be theoretically predicted� Assume the correlation function is centered at 	� is bell shaped with
width �� Assume the pixel distance is �x � � and the grid is shifted by a � ���

�
� �
�
� The optimal point of the

correlation function c�x� is determined by

bx � xo � c��a�

c���a�
� xo �

�
�
�c�a� ��� c�a � ���

c�a� ��� �c�a� � c�a� ��
���

where xo is the approximate integer position� here xo � 	� If c is a parabola c � kx� then ��� gives the peak of the
parabola� independent on the choice of a�

Now assume the bell shaped correlation function to be

c�x� �
�

� � �
�
x�

��

���
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Figure �� Bias of cross correlation for a correlation function with width � � �� The maximum bias appr� is 	�	�
�pel�
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then the bias induced by the approximation of c�x� by a parabola through the points a� �� 	 and a� � is given by

b�bx� � a
�� �a�

�s� � �a� � �
���

It has its maximum at �
��

p
�� � ���s� � �

p
�� � ���s� � ���s��

The maximum bias can reasonably well be approximated by

bmax �
�

� � ��s�
���

Obviously the bias increases inversely with the square of the width of the correlation function� Figure � shows the bias
for a correlation function with � � � �pel�� It corresponds to the empirical �ndings shown in �g� �� The maximum
bias approximately is 	�	� �pel� showing the severe in�uence of the width� For a smaller value of � � ��� �pel�� thus
for a very narrow correlation function� the bias is nearly ��� �pel�� for a larger value of � � � �pel�� however� the bias
is still 	�	� �pel�� The bias eect can be taken into account and used to obtain an unbiased estimate for the position�

���� Automatic calibration� The role of projective geometry

Camera calibration� i� e� the determination of the intrinsic parameters or the parameters of the interior orientation�
is indispensable for achieving accurate measurements� The number of calibration procedures is large� However� in
case one is interested in calibrating one�s own camera� such calibration procedures appear not to be available or not
easy to handle� As intrinsic parameters usually are nuisance parameters� camera calibration should be easy� fast�
reliable and as automatic as possible�

There are several modes in which camera calibration could be performed� Using a test �eld with targeted points
leads to most accurate results� Only approximate values for the coordinates need to be available for the targets due
to the self calibration procedure which determines all parameters simultaneously� The evaluation of the data may be
performed nearly automatically� except for the acquisition of the image data�� In case the camera would be mounted
on a robot full automation would be possible� even more� the system could decide whether calibration is needed and
initiate the data acquisition� leading to an autonomous calibration scheme�

The hard part is the automatic numbering of the image points using some matching procedure� Here approximate
values for the �D�coordinates are necessary for most systems� Some systems rely on specially coded targets� Planar
test �elds with planar targets allow to use projective geometry to advantage� as the homogeneity of the projection
equations lead to linear systems to be solved when determining transformation parameters� This holds for both�
target recognition� for reconstruction and for determining approximate values��	��

In case of calibration in non targeted but structured domain calibration has to rely on well identi�able but
natural points� Thus the only requirement for the domain is that enough distinct points are detectable� which can be
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Figure �� The orientation of a single image of our institute �a� left� was performed using automatically extracted
straight line segments �b� middle left�� used for recti�cation of the facade �c� middle right� and merged with texture
form an aerial image to obtain a photo realistic rendering �d� right�� Identifying the three bold lines �b� middle
left� as related to the object�s coordinate axes � in an interactive mode � allows to automatically derive the rotation
matrix as well�

identi�ed as homologous point in the images� Then fully automatic procedures are able to perform the matching and
to determine accurate enough approximate values� for a subsequent self calibrating bundle adjustment� Also here� the
matching procedure heavily relies on knowledge from projective geometry in order to prune the number of matching
candidates� e� g� by exploiting the epipolar constraint between three views using the trilinear tensor���	�
	�� Of course
the accuracy of such a calibration will not be as high as with targeted points� but su
cient for the reconstruction
of the scene in concern� The argumentation relies on the long experience with self calibrating bundle adjustment in
aerial triangulation which could be transferred to the automatic aerial triangulation techniques������

���� Automatic orientation� The role of scene knowledge

Camera orientation requires some scene knowledge� usually some control points� for relating the camera coordinate
systems to the object coordinate system� Identi�cation of control information cannot easily be automated as control
information has to be described in a general manner� which due to the dierent application areas is not possible�
This contrasts to the determination of the relative position of the cameras which can be automated under certain
conditions �cf� above��

From the remaining � degrees of freedom for translation� rotation and the rotation can be derived automatically
from images alone in case the scene reveals regularities� speci�cally if part of it are of Legoland nature� i� e� show
three dominant mutually orthogonal directions� Then with a vanishing point analysis the rotation matrix can be
derived� The idea of deriving camera parameters is older than photography� going back to Lambert in the ��th
century��� and has attracted many researchers especially in Computer Vision�

The idea of deriving the rotation matrix from vanishing points uses the fact� that the direction of sets of lines
in �D is parallel to the direction from the projection center to the corresponding vanishing point and the three
orthogonal vectors to the three vanishing points form the columns of the rotation matrix� assuming the intrinsic
parameters of the camera are known�

An example is given in �g� �a� which was taken with an digital amateur camera� Kodak DC��� which has shown
to have very low distortions� Fig� �b shows the automatically extracted straight line segments���	�� Most of them
point towards the vanishing point to the left� many towards the zenith� some to the vanishing point at the right side�
An automatic clustering�� yielded the rotation matrix which was used to rectify the image� shown in �g� �c� No
interaction is necessary for these steps��� Using the approximate position of the camera from a GPS�receiver would
allow to match the image to the �D�model of the building� Fig� �d shows a textured view� where the front texture
was taken from a terrestrial image and the roof textures from an aerial image� The �D�model of the building was
acquired interactively from an aerial image pair�

In case no approximate camera position is known only an interactive solution seems to be feasible� It however
requires only the precise measurement of two points for specifying the rectangle in the recti�ed image and the
indication on which surface element of the CAD�model it has to be pasted�

There are several other interesting facts for reconstructing the orientation of a camera�
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� If the intrinsic parameters are not known the � coordinates of the projection center in the image coordinate
system can be determined� together with the rotation matrix using a spatial resection�

� If the principle point is known the principle distance and the rotation matrix can be determined from two
vanishing points�

� If the intrinsic parameters of the camera are known the rotation matrix can be determined from � straight
image line segment pointing to one vanishing point and one straight line segment pointing to one of the other
two vanishing points�

The last statements need a short elaboration� which also demonstrates the advantage of homogeneous coordinates
and projective geometry�

Let the three endpoints Pi�pi� and Qi�qi� of the line segments li�ni� be represented as the normalized direction
vectors

d
T � N�x y c� �

�x y c�p
x� � y� � c�

���

from the projection center O to the points� It is assumed that the �rst two lines l� and l� point towards the �rst
vanishing point V� and the third line l� points towards the second vanishing point V�� Then the normal vectors ni

of the planes �i � �li� O� through the lines and the projection centers is given by

ni � N�pi � qi�� i � �� �� � ���

The � vanishing points Vj�vj� and the rotation matrix are then easily determined by

v� � N�n� � n�� v� � N�v� � n�� v� � N�v� � v�� R � �v� v� v�� ���

Eq� ��a� results from the intersection of the two lines� Eq� ��b� results from the fact that the vanishing points V�
and V� and the projection center O span a plane perpendicular to v�� thus v� also represents the line through V� and
V�� Finally� eq� ��c� results from the orthogonality of the three directions� Using the three lines highlighted in �g�
�b yielded a rotation matrix which deviated from the one of the above mentioned clustering procedure by less than
a degree� Only � crossproducts are required� A semiautomatic procedure for determining an approximation for the
rotation matrix would provide the line segments overplayed on the image� Three mouse clicks on the image would
be su
cient to obtain the rotations matrix�

���� Automatic Evaluation� Tra	c Light Programs

Automatic vision tools require self diagnosis as vision modules always are a subpart in a larger system� The submodule
is responsible for solving the task and reporting on its success or failure� R� Kroon coined the term tra�c light program
for a piece of software which is able to explicitly declare its result to be correct �green�� incorrect �red� or partially
correct �yellow�� possibly indicating error sources�

Tools for achieving this goal have been developed in geodetic research over the past �	 years and cover a rich
body of tools for evaluating the results of estimation procedures��
	�� The Computer Vision community became
aware of this problem and since a few years intensively discussed the issue of performance analysis������ It is not
clear from the beginning that the classical statistical techniques for evaluating the testability of observations and
the sensitivity of the results with respect to detectable errors can be transferred to the area of image analysis� First
results have been reported by Sester et al���� which later lead to the automatic model based orientation procedure


using man�made structures as control points��� and which demonstrated the possibility to use classical diagnostic
tools for evaluating image analysis procedures�

The experiences can be directly transferred to all types of videometric procedures which then would signi�cantly
increase their reliability in use for non�specialists�
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�� RECOGNITION FOR �D
MODELING

Measuring instruments yield data� not information� Information is obtained by appropriate linking of the data with
a model how to interprete the data� In interactive systems this model is not made explicit as the human operator
is performing the image interpretation and� based on the corresponding descisions� measures the geometric attibutes
of the object either indirectly� in the image� or directly� in �D�

When automating the derivation of a symbolic description of the �D�shape of objects from image or range data a
generic scene model is required� We want to discuss the impact of this model on the �D�reconstruction process and
the accuracy of the result�

���� Segmentation� The role of geometric scene knowledge

The scene model needs to be detailed enough that an automatic interpretation procedure is able to infer the structure
of the object from the iconic data� For highly structured scenes local constraints easily can be formalized and � in a
�rst step � can be reduced to geoemtric features of the scene�

The surface of man made structures e� g� often can be described by a composition faces� This information is
necessary to trigger automatic segmentation processes which can be viewed as a raster�vector transformation� also
in the case of triangulated surfaces� Overviews and experimental comparisons for segmentation techniques for range
images is given by Arman et al���� Hoover et al��� and Leonardis��� A successful implementation has been described
by Sequeira��

The local constraints� which may require surface patches to be planes or quadrics� especially cylinders� cones or
spheres� are needed to evaluate the local roughness of the measured data in order to detects and percisely locate
patch boundaries� In case of a consistent use of these constraints the boundaries automatically should get the right
geometry� e� g� in the case of two neighbouring planes the common boundary will then be straight� Besides this
geometric knowledge also the topological contraints need to be considered� which is not standard in segmentation
procedures� especially region growing algorithms are not able to explicitely model long boundaries�

it is an open question how these methods need to be modi�ed or even rebuilt in order to meet their requirements�

���� �D
Cite
Modeling� The role of semantic scene knowledge

It is not clear from the beginning that thematic or semantic knowledge could help image metrology� We therefore
want to give an example that the automatic interpretation of the scene using semantic knowledge actually increases
the accuracy of the reconstructed scene��


Fig� � shows four image patches taken from digitized aerial images with known orientation parameters� The
image scale is � � �			� the pixel size �	 m� corresponding to a resolution of appr� �� cm on the ground� The task is
to reconstruct the �D�shape of the building and classify its parts�

The procedure starts with automatically extracting image features �cf� �g� �� using the same routines as
above���	�� The system then identi�es local image aggregates which may correspond to building edges� by analysing
the neighbourhood of the extracted points� The hypotheses for image corners are then used in a matching process
to reconstruct the �D�corner� i� e� the �D�position of the point and the orientations of the neighbouring edges� The
result of this �D�reconstruction is shown in the table� The empirical standard deviations of the three coordinates
result from a least squares adjustment using the � observed points �� observatios� and the �� edges ��� observations�
in the dierent images� some too short to be visible in �g� ��

Now the scene knowledge is used to �rst classify the orientation of the edges to be either vertical� horizontal or
oblique and to �nd possible symmetries� This classi�cation leads to the interpretation of the �D�corner� namely to be
a symmetric gable point� The � constraints� the gable line to be horizontal and the other two lines to be symmetric
in a vertical plane reduce the number of unknown to �� The result of the adjustment is shown in the second line
of the table� The value �� states the internally derived precision of the observatios to be overestimated by appr� a
factor �� Its increas is statistically isigni�cant� proving the found constraints not to be wrong� The classi�catio of
the corner as a gable corner is the most probable interpretation� when using a Bayesian classi�cator� The decrease
in unknowns leads to a reduction of the standard deviations of the �D�coordinats up to a factor �� This increase is
the result of the use of the interpretation of the �D�corner� Without the semantic knowledge the certainty of the
classi�cation of the edge orientations would be much less�
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Figure 	� Four image patches of a man made structure

Figure 
� Automatically extracted features� points line segments and regions� The relations betwen the features
are also extracted automatically

Case n u �� ��� �x �m� �x �m� �z �m�
no constraints �� � ���� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�	
with constraints �� � ���� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	��

When reconstruction scenes for virtual reality applications the increase in accuracy is less important as the
consistency of reconstructed scene with the � usually not explicitely stated � model of the scene� door ways� for
example� should show rectangular structure� even if the shortness of the �D�edges and the accuracy of the sensor do
not allow a reliable mensuration of the edge�

�� CONCLUSIONS

The impact of scene and assessment models for image metrology has been discussed� The focus on achieving highest
possible accuracy has triggered research and development of highly sophisticated sensors� However� it needs to be
embedded into a broader context of scene analysis where measurements can be just as inaccurate as tolerable for the
speci�c task� This could enlarge the �eld of application of videometry signi�cantly�

Figure �� The original images overlayed with the features �white� used for matching and reconstruction of the
gable� The black lines are the epipolar lines of the left and the right image� corner

�	
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